Wednesday, August 23, 2017

8:00 AM – 9:00 AM

Fleming 155 | * Welcome & Introduction to the Graduate Teacher Program
Ann Schmiesing, Dean and Vice Provost for Graduate Education; Paul Chirnowsky, Associate Vice Provost for Student Success, CU Boulder; Marcia Yonemoto, Professor, History; Director, Graduate Teacher Program

9:30 AM – 10:30 AM

Fleming 154 | * Understanding Cognitive Diversity in Your Classroom
Jonnia Torres, Doctoral Candidate, Linguistics

10:45 AM – 11:45 AM

Fleming 155 | * D2L, Web Grading & FERPA
Kristi Wold-McCormick, Registrar and Reid Kallman, Associate Registrar, CU Boulder

11:45 AM – 12:45 PM

Fleming 155 | * Creating Inclusive Classrooms for Students of Diverse Sexualities and Gender Identities
Scarlet Bowen, Director, and Morgan Seamsont, Associate Director, Gender and Sexuality Center

2:15 PM – 3:15 PM

Fleming 154 | * Teaching Contentious Topics
Deanne Grant, Doctoral Student, Ethnic Studies

Fleming 155 | * Understanding the University Lecture
William Kuskin, Professor, English

2:15 PM – 3:15 PM

Fleming 156 | * In Search Of Lost Time: Small Teaching Tips for Making the Most of the First and Last 5 Minutes of Class
Kelly Drumright, Doctoral Candidate, Spanish

Fleming 156 | * Using Bloom’s Taxonomy to Create S.M.A.R.T. Learning Objectives
Patrick M. Johnson, Doctoral Student, Media Design

Fleming 157 | * A Gift to Yourself: Surviving and Thriving in Graduate School
Polly McLean, Associate Professor, Media Studies

3:30 PM – 4:30 PM

Fleming 154 | * Teaching is Really Scary!
Jamie Skierski, Instructor, Communication

Fleming 155 | * D2L, Web Grading & FERPA
Kristi Wold-McCormick, Registrar and Reid Kallman, Associate Registrar, CU Boulder

Fleming 157 | * Creating Inclusive Classrooms for Students of Diverse Sexualities and Gender Identities
Scarlet Bowen, Director, and Morgan Seamsont, Associate Director, Gender and Sexuality Center

Fleming 154 | * Teaching is Really Scary!
Jamie Skierski, Instructor, Communication

4:30 PM – 5:30 PM

Fleming 155 | * D2L, Web Grading & FERPA
Kristi Wold-McCormick, Registrar and Reid Kallman, Associate Registrar, CU Boulder

Fleming 157 | * Creating Inclusive Classrooms for Students of Diverse Sexualities and Gender Identities
Scarlet Bowen, Director, and Morgan Seamsont, Associate Director, Gender and Sexuality Center

5:30 PM – 6:30 PM

Fleming 154 | * Teaching Contentious Topics
Deanne Grant, Doctoral Student, Ethnic Studies

Fleming 155 | * Understanding the University Lecture
William Kuskin, Professor, English

Thursday, August 24, 2017

9:30 AM – 10:30 AM

Fleming 154 | * Incorporating Discussion in Humanities Lecture Classes
Marcia Yonemoto, Professor, History; Director, Graduate Teacher Program

Fleming 155 | * Planning & Managing STEM Labs
John Basay, Senior Instructor, EBIO

Fleming 156 | * Teaching-as-Research: How to Study Student Learning in Your Classroom
Adam J. Blanchard, Research Associate, Graduate Teacher Program

11:45 AM – 12:45 PM

Fleming 154 | * Adapting to International and Domestic Undergraduates in Your Classroom
Antonia Johnson, Owner, Clear Think Mastery

Fleming 155 | * Effective Bystander Intervention
Teresa Wros, Director of Education, OIEC

5:00 PM – 6:00 PM

Fleming 156 | * Keeping Your Options Open: Strategies and Resources for Non-Academic Career Paths
Cat Wilson, PI and Program Manager for the Professional Research Experience Program, Career Services

Fleming 157 | * Setting up Language Students to Succeed
Anne Becher, Coordinator, Spanish & Portuguese; Eliza Smith, Coordinator, French & Italian; and Yumiko Matsunaga, Coordinator, Japanese
Welcome to the Fall Intensive! The Graduate Teacher Program supports the development of graduate students as teaching scholars. TAs, GPTIs, RAs, graduate students on fellowships, and other graduate students are invited to participate and meet peers, professors, and staff from across campus. The workshops are designed to help you teach at CU-Boulder, begin your professional development in postsecondary education, and explore nonacademic job opportunities. Visit us in 201 Roser ATLAS or call (303) 492-4902.

Best wishes for a successful year!
Marcia Yonemoto, Director
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